The Value of an Experienced Training Expert
MathWorks courses are developed by a team of training engineers with exclusive product knowledge gained
from working closely with product developers. They acquire significant hands-on experience by using new
products months before they are released and are always current on new capabilities.

Learn Relevant Skills
Each course contains a set of learning objectives designed to help participants quickly master necessary skills.
Our hands-on approach allows participants to practice, apply, and evaluate their knowledge in the classroom.

Receive Expert Instruction
MathWorks training employs industry-accepted best practices for adult learning and technical instruction, and
has developed course content that facilitates a “Presentation, Practice, Test” approach to learning. All training
engineers have been selected based on their theoretical knowledge, technical education, experience, and
teaching ability, and have been certified as instructors/facilitators by Langevin Learning Services.

Increase Team Success Rates
According to post-training surveys, teams who receive 40 hours of training meet project objectives three times
as often as those who receive 30 hours or less. This increase in training time raises the likelihood of meeting
objectives by 90%.

One of the main features I hunt for in the MathWorks training classes is information
on best practices. This is what separates the instructor led training from tutorials. This
class delivered on that expectation. I’ve already recommended it to colleagues.
– Prof. Gordon Parker, Michigan Technological University

Get Started on the Right Path
Learning paths represent the suggested sequence of
courses based on your particular area of interest.
Taking courses in a recommended order can help accelerate your proficiency with MATLAB and Simulink.
Learning paths aid in building a proper foundation
and help you get the most out of your products.

Prove Your MATLAB Knowledge
CERTIFIED MATLAB ®
ASSOCIATE
MathWorks ®
CERTIFIED MATLAB ®
PROFESSIONAL

MATLAB Certification can help accelerate professional growth and achievement by establishing a standard of excellence that demonstrates MATLAB proficiency to customers, industry peers, and employers.
For organizations, certification is a strategic investment that pays off through increased productivity and
project success. MATLAB training courses cover all
concepts tested in the exam.

Maximize Your Training Budget
Training Credits
Purchasing training credits gives you discounts on future courses. Training credits allow companies to purchase
training in volume with a single purchase order - reducing administrative overhead when planning and approving employee training. Training credits can be used in lieu of other payment options for any public, onsite, or
online course within one year of purchase.

Contact MathWorks Training to learn more about how we can tailor solutions for your team.
Call: 508-647-7000
Visit: mathworks.com/training-roi
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